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Science-O-Rama!

Information Guide                                                             Grades K-5 

Wednesday, February 13, 2019 
Argonaut Multipurpose Room 

Projects Due in Cafeteria  8:00 – 8:30 am 

Class Viewing  9:00 – 11:45 am 

Family Viewing and   5:30 - 7:00 pm 
Participation Awards Presentation 

Additional information is available on the Argonaut website. 
Completed registration forms (one page) are due ASAP but no later 

than 
Thursday, February 7, 2019 

Sponsored by 
The Synopsys Outreach Foundation 

and 
The Argonaut PTA 



Letter to Parents and Participants 

Dear Parents and Participants: 

The Argonaut Science-O-Rama! is a chance to increase awareness and enjoyment of science and 
acquire a better understanding of the scientific process through independent learning. While 
participation in the Science-O-Rama is voluntary, it is a great opportunity for students from all grades to 
participate. 

Students must do the work themselves, but we encourage parents to guide their child as they select, 
investigate, and report on their chosen area of science.  Clearly, a kindergartener who is just emerging as 
a reader and writer will need more assistance than a third grader.  Parents should also supervise their 
child closely during any stages involving such potentially hazardous materials as chemicals, electricity, 
moving parts, live animals or biological materials.  The final project should be a reflection of each 
student’s individual effort and design. 

This Information Guide offers guidelines for science projects and their display at the Science-O-Rama.  
Please review it before starting. Certificates will be awarded to all participants. There will be no 
judging. 

To participate, a student must submit a signed registration form (last page of this 
Guide) or the ones distributed at school, by Thursday, February 6, 2019.   

Please note that science boards are available in the school office following submission of the completed 
registration form. 

We would gratefully like to acknowledge our sponsors for Science-O-Rama! 2019, the Argonaut PTA 
and the Synopsys Outreach Foundation. 

If you have questions, please contact us via email: Preeti Srinivasan: preeti@srinivasans.com or Pearl 
Thomas: pearl170@yahoo.com 

Thank you for participating in Argonaut’s Science-O-Rama!   

Sincerely, 

Preeti Srinivasan, Pearl Thomas   Karen van Putten   
Science Fair Co-Chair s    Principal 
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Science-O-Rama! 2019 Timeline: 

 

Science-O-Rama! in-classroom kick-off Monday, December 3, 2019

Science Fair Info Online December 3, 2019

Project registration form due: 

Display Board Distribution

Wednesday, February 6 (preferably much 
sooner)  

Monday, December 3 – Wednesday, February 6 

Science-O-Rama!  Day Thursday, January 31, 2019

Display projects brought in for display in 
Cafeteria

8:00 – 8:30 am

Classroom Viewing 9:00 am – 12:00 pm, Scheduled during school 

Participant Awards 6:30 – 8:00pm 

Family Viewing, Display open to non-
participants and their families.

6:30 – 8:00pm 
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The Scientific Method Overview – Just count from 1 to 10 

A successful Science Exploration begins with the simplest of tasks: 
 

1.  Ask a question that begins with How? What? or 
Which?   Make sure that it can be measured in some way.

2.  Gather information on the your question.  Research in 
the library, the internet, ask parents, teachers, 
grandparents. This is your research.   

3.  Think about your question and guess at the answer.  
This is your hypothesis.

4.  Set up an experiment that will give you an unbiased 
answer that is clear and simple?  There should only be one 
variable or piece of data that is the key to the experiment.   
This is the procedure.

5.  Collect all of the items you need for your investigation 
or experiment.  (Be sure to ask an adult for help with 
chemicals, sharp edges or electricity if you need these 
things.)  These are your materials.

6.  Do your experiment or investigation. Repeat your 
experiment to be sure of the results.

7.  What happened?  Take pictures, draw drawings, or 
diagrams.  Keep the results for proof.  Use these in your 
project presentation.

8.  Do you have more questions?   Write them down for 
follow up.

!
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Congratulations!    You have completed your science project!! 

9.  Put your whole story onto  a display board   to share 
with your classmates and school at the Science-O-Rama.               

10.  Was your hypothesis correct? Based on the results of 
your experiment or research, what is the answer to your 
question?  This is your conclusion.  
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Science-O-Rama! Guidelines 

What is Science-O-Rama!? 

 Science-O-Rama! is a combination science fair and challenge projects.  Students may 
participate in the traditional science project, take on the science challenge or both. 

A Science-O-Rama! project is the investigation of a topic of interest for the student .  Students 
will evaluate the results and summarize your project in a display for Science-O-Rama.  Science 
projects can be experiments (K-5), observational projects (K-5), inventions (K-5), models (K-3 
only), demonstrations (K-2 only), or research (K-2 only).   

Who can Participate in Science-O-Rama!? 

Any Argonaut student (K-5) may participate.  Teams of 2 students or more may collaborate.   

Steps to Participating in Science-O-Rama! 

• Decide upon a Display Project, Science Challenge entry or both; 
• Submit your proposal on the registration sheet (see back page); 
• Select a project topic (see suggestions later in this syllabus); 
• Gather resources and materials; 
• Keep a journal that contains research notes, & data collected  (gr. 3-5 recommended); 
• Meet Science-O-Rama guidelines and time requirements; 
• Complete your project and set up your display; 
• Understand your project well enough to explain it to someone else. 

Parent Responsibilities 

• Approve your child’s project topic (see Registration Sheet); 
• Make sure your child uses safety precautions; 
• Assist your child when necessary while ensuring that your child understands that it is 

his/her project (see Registration Sheet); 
• Monitor your child’s progress; 
• Make this an enjoyable experience for your child that his/her science learning. 
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Safety Rules 

1. The parent must approve projects.  Participant will be notified within 3 days of receipt of 
the Registration Sheet if project is not approved. 

2. An adult should supervise all projects involving dangerous chemicals and materials. 

3. All projects using household electricity must conform to standard wiring practices and 
safety.   Any project requiring electricity for display must be approved. 

4. Please note the display restrictions and do NOT bring any prohibited materials to school. 

Selecting a Science Project 

A science project should be about something that interests you, but not something that you 
already know all about.  This year we encourage students to explore food and nutrition in our 
everyday diet and find out things that they did not know about food science. 

Select a topic, then ask a question.  The question should have a quantitative answer: it should 
have an answer that can be measured.  Try using questions that begin with what? which? do? 
can? and how?  Be creative!   

Do not use kits.  Be aware of what expenses may be involved and choose another project if 
you cannot afford to buy the materials.  Make sure there is enough time allowed for 
completing your project. 

Choose a project that is safe and will meet the Safety and Display Rules.   

Find a safe place for the experiment/project at home.  If there are younger brothers or sisters, 
or a pet at home, you’ll need a safe place out of reach. 

Project Categories 

There are five Science-O-Rama categories.  Use the scientific method as much as possible.  
(see Scientific Method Overview, sheet 2 and Scientific Method Explained, sheet 9 & 10) 

CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT (K-5) 
Using the Scientific Method, pose a question or problem, make a hypothesis, design an 
experiment to investigate that question, measure and gather results, analyze, then draw 
conclusions. The goal is not to choose a “correct” hypothesis; the goal is to learn something 
from the experiment that you didn’t previously know.  The final project is a display of the steps 
that you took, any successes or failures, and a summary.  
 Example:  How does gravity affect the direction in which roots grow? 
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OBSERVATIONAL PROJECT (K-5) 
An observational project answers a question by gathering material or data of a reasonable 
sample size.  This kind of project is not a simple nature collection or opinion survey, but uses 
the scientific method.  Example:  Do big and small earthworms have the same number of segments? 

INVENTION OR MODEL (K-5) 
In an engineering invention or model, you apply scientific principles to develop a new product, 
process or teaching method.  You choose a goal for the invention or model, research existing 
solutions, and follow the sequence:  design/prototype/evaluate/redesign (“trial and error”).  
Design changes are recorded in your journal.  The display would include the apparatus (or 
pictures/drawings).  Examples:  Design a new tool to perform a household chore; develop a new 
method for packaging an egg to prevent it from breaking. 

DEMONSTRATION (K-2 ONLY) 
In this type of project, you demonstrate a particular science principle or fact.  The 
demonstration should be self-contained; that is, observers can operate any controls, switches 
or devices needed for the demonstration. Examples: show how the rudder of an airplane helps the 
airplane point forward; show how a seed starts to sprout and grows into a plant. 

RESEARCH (K-2 ONLY) 
In a research project, you investigate a chosen area of science by consulting primary 
sources (people, books, articles). With research, you learn about a scientific area to  
the best of your ability and report the findings. You may want to consult material  
from libraries, museums, the internet, or government agencies.  In addition, you  
might interview experts and/or conduct onsite investigations at laboratories,  
factories, parks, etc.  Example:  How long do insects live?
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Project Ideas 

Here are some suggestions to get you started.  There are numerous places to find ideas for 
your Science-O-Rama! project:  books, internet, parents, teachers. Level 1 projects are the 
most straightforward. Levels 2 and 3 are increasingly more challenging. 

Level 1 Level 2
What kind of juice cleans pennies best? Which liquid has the highest viscosity?

Does a ball roll farther on grass or dirt?  Does baking soda lower the temperature of water?

 

Does temperature affect the growth of plants? Does it matter in which direction seeds are planted?

Will bananas brown faster on the counter or in the 
refrigerator?

Which brand of popcorn pops the most kernels?  Which 
brand of popcorn pops the fastest?

What holds two boards together better -- a nail or a screw? Arrange bottles in a row, filled with different levels of liquids.  
Blow across each one.  What happens?  Why?

What color birdseed do birds like best? In what types of materials do plants grow best?

Does holding a mirror in front of a fish change what the fish 
does?

Does water with salt boil faster than plain water?  Vary 
amounts of salt.

Who is taller in my class -- the boys or the girls? Does an ice cube melt faster in air or water?

How long will it take a teaspoon of food dye to color a glass 
of still water?  Are the results different for different colors?

Does sugar in the water prolong the life of cut flowers?  
What about aspirin or fertilizer?

Can plants grow without soil? Does salt dissolve faster in cold or hot water?  Why?

Can you tell where sound comes from when you are 
blindfolded?

Which things affect how far a paper airplane will fly?  lift? 
weight? shape?

Does warm water freeze faster than cool water? Do different types of soil hold different amounts of water?

What foods do mealworms prefer? Will water with salt evaporate faster than water without salt?
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What kinds of things do magnets attract? How does omitting an ingredient affect the taste of a cookie?

 

Who has the largest feet in my class -- the boys or the girls?  
Who has the smallest hands?

Will more air inside a basketball make it bounce higher?

 

Do the roots of a plant always grow downward? Does the color of light affect plant growth?

 

On which surface can a snail move faster -- dirt or cement? Can you separate salt from water by freezing?

 

Do ants like cheese or sugar better? Does the color of water affect its evaporation?

How can you measure the strength of a magnet? Does sound travel best through solids, liquids, or gases?

What brand of raisin cereal has the most raisins? Do sugar crystals grow faster in tap water or distilled water?

Which dish soap makes the most bubbles? How long does it take for 5 different items to decompose?

How much salt does it take to float an egg? Does the shape of a kite affect its flight?

Which paper towel is the strongest? Can you tell what something is just by touching it?

What effects do sight and smell have upon taste?

Does the length of a vibrating object affect sound?

Static electricity -- How do you make it?  What is it? Which dish soap makes the longest lasting suds?

How do muscles work?  Design a model to show the process What things conduct electricity and what sorts of things do 
not?

Do seeds grow better in the sun or in the dark? Design a bottle rocket.  What is the effect of different water 
levels?  Different air pressure levels?

Which gets warmer -- sand or dirt? Does the color of a material affect its absorption of heat?
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Do living plants give off moisture? What conditions affect the speed of seed germination?

Does a baseball go farther when hit by a wooden or metal 
bat?

Germs and petri dishes with agar as growing medium:  clean 
hands vs. dirty hands; dog saliva vs. human saliva.  What 
grows?  What do the results tell you?

Does a plant grow bigger if watered by milk or water? What type of soil filters water best?

Which brand of diaper holds the most water? Do germinating seeds give off oxygen?

Do all colors fade at the same rate? Under what conditions does mold grow faster?

Which cheese grows mold the fastest?

Ideas for Inventions

Level 3 A new use for toothpaste, peanut butter, or other common 
household substances

What keeps things cold longer -- plastic wrap or aluminum 
foil?

A new piece of playground equipment

What type of line carries sound waves best? A new kind of house for a pet

Which metal conducts heat best? A new musical instrument

What percentage of corn seeds in a package will germinate? A device to keep ice-cream cones from dripping

Does an earthworm react to light and darkness? A new type of container

Does the human tongue have definite areas for certain 
tastes?

Something to make a short or tall person’s life easier

Does the viscosity of a liquid affect its boiling point? Something to make a handicapped persons life easier

What materials provide the best insulation? A new way to help someone break a bad habit
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Scientific Method Explained 
  

A science project is an attempt to answer a question of interest to you.  The scientific method 
makes it easier to get clear and understandable results from your efforts. It provides a 
structure for doing your project and presenting your results.  Scientists and engineers use this 
method when making new discoveries.  Focus on the scientific method rather than the 
complexity of your experiment or display.  There are five main steps to the scientific method: 

• Question/Inquiry/Problem 
• Hypothesis 
• Procedure (Research & Materials) 
• Results 
• Conclusions  (and further questions) 

Students should use the following approach, which incorporates these five main parts: 

1. Topic or Title - Select a topic of real interest to you. (For example:  Aphid Eating Behaviors) 

2. Question/Inquiry/Problem  - Narrow your topic to one project question.  The question 
should be specific and should identify the variable to be studied.   Narrow the question down 
to ONE variable.  This will help make your Procedure & Conclusions clear.  The answer to the 
question should be measurable.   (For example:  Can aphids be tricked into eating artificial plants?) 
  

3. Research – Collect information about your topic by reading books at the library, articles on 
the computer, or talking with experts.  Write what you learn in your journal (3-5) and be state 
where you got your information (bibliography).  All of your ideas, research, changes in project 

Is using two eyes to judge distance more accurate than 
using one eye?

A new computer game

What plant foods contain starch? A new product or device for absorbing liquids

Do boys or girls have a higher resting heart rate? A bird feeder that will keep squirrels from getting the food

Which way does the wind blow most frequently? A method for keeping milk containers from spilling

For how long a distance can speech be transmitted through a 
tube?
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idea or direction and actual procedures should be logged into your Journal. 

4. Hypothesis The hypothesis is your educated guess about the answer to the question or 
problem (or an evaluation of your invention).  It takes into account the research you have 
done and reflects your opinion of what will happen.  (For example:  Yes, I think aphids can be 
tricked into eating artificial plants.) 

5. Materials  
Make a list of the equipment, materials and supplies you will need and then obtain them.  
If you find you need additional items during your procedure, note this in your Journal and add 
the items to your Materials list. 
(exampleE:  I used real pansy plants and artificial pansy plants as food bait for the aphids.) 
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6. Procedure (What did I do?) 
Design an experiment (or process, or prepare an initial invention design) that will test your 
hypothesis.  A procedure gives the step-by-step directions that you used to do your 
experiment.  Be very specific (how much, what brand, what size), just like a recipe; someone 
else should be able to follow your procedure and get the same results. Change only one 
variable.  Be sure the results can be measured.  Write all calculations and notes on how you 
developed the procedure in your journal.  If possible do your entire procedure at least twice. 

Note: You should plan to use a reasonable sample size for all subjects.  For example, if you are 
studying plants, you should use several for each condition (what if one dies?!). 
(For example:  I put 2 real pansy plants and 2 artificial pansy plants in a 1-gallon terrarium containing 
2 inches of potting soil.  I added a group of aphids to the terrarium three different times.)   
   
7. Observations and Results (What happened during my experiment?) 
Set up or perform your experiment (or process) and observe what happens.  Make sure you 
are only changing one variable; all other conditions must remain constant.  With an invention, 
build and test a prototype.  Retest and redesign as necessary.  Record all changes, events, 
situations, growth or other results (all measurements and calculations for an experiment) in 
your journal.  Record all data neatly so you can read it later.  Keep good notes and date each 
entry to assist you with your final presentation. 
(For example:  All three groups of aphids ate the real pansy plants and not the artificial pansy plants.) 

8. Conclusion (What is the answer to my question and why did this happen?) 
The conclusion is the answer to the question.  Analyze the results of your experiment.  Draw a 
conclusion based on your results.  Was your hypothesis correct?  What was different?  What 
was the same?  Your conclusion should tell what you learned and how it is important.  
Remember, a project is not a failure if the hypothesis is proven wrong. The conclusions should 
include a description of any problem or unusual events that occurred during your investigation, 
and what you would do differently next time.  (For example:  I found that aphids prefer real plants.  
All three aphid groups went straight to the real plant and ate off all the leaves.  I would not try to trick 
aphids in the garden by putting out some artificial plants.  Aphids know that real plants are edible and 
provide a food source.) 
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Resources 

Library  
Following are call numbers in the children’s non-fiction section of the library where science fair and 
science project books can be found: 

Internet 
Search “Science Projects” in any search engine. 

Specific Web Sites 

 

372.35 533.6078 551.2107 581.078

507.8 (best) 537.78 552.5078 582.1607

520.78 538.4078 567.9107 591.5

523.3078 540.78 574.078

531.6078 550 581

http://www.scifair.org The Ultimate Science Fair Resource

http://www.exploratorium.edu/explore/handson.html Exploratorium Projects

http://www.howstuffworks.com/big.htm Marshall Brain’s PBS series

http://pbskids.org/zoom/sci/ PBS Source site 

http://www.sciencefriday.com/ Science Friday with Ira Flatow

http://www.calacademy.org/naturalhistory/ California Natural History Museum

http://www.ipl.org/div/projectguide/ Your Science Fair Project Resource Guide

http://sciencefair.math.iit.edu/projects/ Illinois Institute of Technology 

http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/projects.html Science Kids website created by Rene 
Smith, preliminary judge at Google 
Science Fair 2011
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Handy (tear-out) Project Worksheet (does not need to be handed in) 

Project Subject: ____________________________________________ 

Question: __________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Research (people & places, books & websites, etc.)  

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Hypothesis (educated guess): _________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Experiment (Procedure, be sure to do it twice if you can): 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

(use the back of this sheet if you need more room…) 

Materials & Equipment needed: _______________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Results (what happened?): ____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Conclusions (was my hypothesis right or wrong?) ________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Further Questions: __________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

A note about Journals:  start your Journal the day you start thinking about your Project.  Write the date 

and what you did or thought about that day. Your Journal should include all of the things you thought 

about and did along the way to completing your Project. 
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Project Display 

Your project should be displayed in a neat, clear, visible, well-organized format.  Use your 
creativity to design the display, with the following important guidelines: 

• The display area must be no larger than 36” wide by 36” tall by 18” deep (but it 
may be smaller).  If you have an unusual model or display that is larger than this, or 
require special placement, hanging up, or electricity, please write these needs on your 
Project Registration form (last page). 

 Note: Projects requiring electricity should use batteries or other power sources, if possible.  
If electrical power is needed, you must have prior approval by the Science Coordinator.  
Please bring your own extension cord. 

• Each project must be accompanied by a poster display which explains the exhibit (see 
examples on the next page).  This 3-sided display board/backdrop should not exceed 36” 
high x 48” wide (two 12” wings and a 24” back).  Large cardboard boxes that are cut up 
make great backdrops.  Commercial display boards will be available for purchase for $2 at 
the Music Scrip table by K2. 

  
 - The title of the project should be placed at the top of the center panel or on the 

separate title board. 
 - Purpose/Question, Hypothesis, Research, Procedure, Results, Conclusions, and photos/

drawings/graphs should all be displayed on the Display Board.  Not all projects will 
contain all of these elements, but will probably include most of them. 

 - Make sure you include your name, grade, teacher/room  
 - Lettering should be clear and large enough to be seen from a distance.  Charts, graphs, 

photos and drawings should be labeled.  Parents may help younger students (K-2) with 
writing and display. 

• The area in front of your poster display should be used for your journal (recommended for 
Grades 3 - 5) and any part of the project that needs to be displayed (such as plants, 
equipment, etc.).  Do not display anything that could be hazardous; use photos or 
drawings instead. 

  DO NOT DISPLAY:  dangerous chemicals; combustible solids,  
     fluids, or gases; flames; open containers of liquid; live animals; 
     expensive or fragile items; or any hazardous substance. 
     No open containers of water or other fluids will be allowed. 

• We recommend that all participants be at their display from 6:00pm-8:00pm to explain 
their exhibit.  Participation awards will be handed out in recognition of their efforts.
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Project Display Examples 

Be creative! Your format may vary depending on your project. These are suggestions only. 
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The area in front of the display board may be used to display your journal, project, research paper, 
demonstration, invention, equipment, or other items. 

QUESTION 
What do I want 

to know?

SCIENCE-O-RAMA! PROJECT TITLE MATERIALS 

What did I 
use?

Name 
Teacher 
Grade & Room

HYPOTHESIS 
What do I 

think?

PROCEDURE 
Experiment or 

process: 
What did I do?

RESEARCH 

Where did I get 
information? 

What reading 
did I do?

OBSERVATIONS 
& CONCLUSIONS 
What did I find 

out?

Use this panel for visuals: drawings, photos, etc. NEW 
QUESTIONS 

What do I want 
to know next?
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Project Registration form 
Argonaut’s Science-O-Rama! 2019 

Please fill all information neatly. Turn in to the front office no later than Wednesday, February 6, 2019.  Display 
boards can be picked at the front office from Monday, December 3 till the last date of registration. 

Registration ends Thursday, February 7.   

Name:(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) Telephone:                                     

Grade: Teacher: Room:

Title of Project:

Brief Description of Project:  

Note: minor changes may be made to your project after this submission.

I am working with a partner     ____Yes    ____No     (Partner must have their own form) 

If yes, Partner’s Name: ______________________________ Partner’s Teacher: _________ 

Special Requirements:

My child/ward (as named above) has my permission to participate in the Argonaut Science-O-Rama! 2019, 
to be held on Wednesday, February 13, 2019.  I understand participation is voluntary and projects will not 
be judged. I also understand that the student is responsible for completing and understanding the project and 
the parent/guardian is to act only as an advisor/supervisor as outlined in the Information Guide.  School 
personnel and the PTA are not responsible for damage or loss of personal items. 

Signature of Student: Date:

Signature of Parent/Guardian: Date:

Volunteers are needed on Wednesday, February 13, 2019 
__ 8:00am-8:45am: set-up crew 
__ 8:45am-9:45am: supervisors during class viewing   
__ 9:45am-10:45am: supervisors during class viewing 
__ 10:45am-11:45am: supervisors during class viewing                                                       
__ 7:00pm-8:00pm: Cleanup and Tear down crew  

Volunteer Name: Telephone: e-mail:

For registration information, contact preeti@srinivasans.com or pearl170@yahoo.com 
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